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After two decades,
Jetgala’s Publisher
revisits the island where
nature and ultra luxury
walk hand-in-hand
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The Jungle Reserve villa offers
a four-bedroom getaway with
a private pool
OPPOSITE
Apart from enjoying a private
outdoor dining experience,
guests can stargaze on the
island, free from other lights
Image by Herbert Ypma

SONEVA FUSHI
by Rainer Sigel

It is said that ideas are worthless, their
value found only in successful execution. If
anything, the Maldivian island where I am writing this from is
ample proof of that. Soneva Fushi is the dreamchild of two
remarkable visionaries — Sonu Shivdasani, the Eton-educated
scion of a London-based merchant and banker clan, and his
Swedish wife Eva. Some time in the early 1990s, they embarked
on a remarkable — some then predicted, unrealistic — quest
to create a place where sustainable luxury and ecological
recreation not only co-exist, but thrive together.
I was lucky enough to be one of the first handful of guests at
the resort’s soft opening in 1995. And now, two decades later, I
am walking barefoot through dense tropical foliage on an island
literally like no other on our planet. It is not an easy place to get
to. In 1995, Sonu, his then CEO, two other guests and I had to
take a former military Russian helicopter with a Bulgarian crew
to reach the island. Neither aspect raised confidence levels —
but we did arrive, and returned safely.
Nowadays, the transfer from Malé airport to Soneva Fushi is
much safer and faster. A fleet of 45 commercially operated de
Havilland Canada DH-6 Twin Otter seaplanes whisk visitors to,
from and in between the necklace of islands that make up the
Maldives. Upon landing near the island, the plane docks on a
floating pontoon from where you and your bags are brought to
the island’s jetty by speedboat. >>
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The three-bedroom Crusoe
Suite with Pool features
separate lounging and
sleeping areas

OPPOSITE
Villa One's expansive outdoor seating area makes it
perfect for larger groups
Sunrise Retreat offers
three bungalows, each
two storeys high, with an
elongated pool that leads
right to the beach
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In 1995, we had to take a former military Russian
helicopter with a Bulgarian crew to reach the island.
Nowadays, the transfer is much safer and faster
>> The ‘Escape To Soneva Fushi’ experience starts upon
boarding the boat. With a big smile and the words “No News,
No Shoes”, you will be asked to remove your footwear which is
then bagged and returned to you — cleaned, of course — upon
departure. As you step off the boat, your personal host will
warmly and discreetly welcome you. In line with Soneva
Fushi’s ‘Robinson Crusoe meets Armani’ theme, these hosts
are all called — what else — Mr. or Ms. Friday. Sounds clichéd
at first, but after an hour or so it starts making total sense. Your
bags are at the villa and your island getaway starts.
The resort now offers 55 villas of 17 different sizes and
layouts, plus several private residences up to a staggering nine
bedrooms. All are built from renewable and natural materials,
are available for rental or even purchase, and are fully serviced
by all aspects of the superb hospitality operation. One moves
around this island — the Maldives’ largest tourism island — by
bicycle, which again appears a bit strange at first, but within
minutes feels totally right. For those in real need, chauffeured
golf buggies are on call 24/7.
This being the Maldives, one key aspect of activity is the
spectacular scuba diving around the neighbouring islands of
the Baa Atoll, the Maldives’ only UNESCO World Biosphere
Reserve. Diving is operated on the highest professional level by
Swiss-owned Soleni Dive Centre, and offers all PADI courses
in several languages, including Russian, German and French.
Another key attraction is the island’s spa, operated by Six
Senses. It is a class act and offers a wide variety of what they
call ‘Slow Life Treatments’, and even classes. The spa has eight
therapists from several countries, and is a gem hidden in the >>
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>> dense foliage of the island. Other activities include
an overnight stay in a luxury tent on a nearby elevated
sandbank, or eco walks with an informative visit to the
organic vegetable garden, or a stop at the Eco Centro to
learn how waste is turned into wealth. You can stargaze at
the island’s observatory, or watch movies at the open-air
cinema on what used to be the island’s helipad.
Now to what I personally saw as the highlight — Soneva
Fushi’s incredible food and beverage operations. One has to
remember where the island is located — quite literally at the
very end of a long journey to the middle of the Indian Ocean.
Yet, the culinary team performs miracles. Breakfast alone is
mind-blowing, with just about anything under the sun
available, including Ayurvedic tonics, fruit-juice ‘shooters’, a
cheese and chilled Charcuterie room with a selection that
would put any restaurant in France to shame. And then there is
the indulgence of all indulgences — a chilled Chocolate Room,
open to guests all day and night. The mind boggles.
There are several F&B outlets located throughout the
island, starting with the top-level Nine. It derives its name from
nine different methods of cooking conducted at its open-air
kitchen, including steaming, poaching, roasting, braising,
baking, grilling, stir-frying, pot-cooking and pit-cooking. A
degustation menu is on offer, along with an international
à la carte menu. Special mention goes to food presentation,
which is at Michelin-rated level and represents an astonishing
level of creativity.
Next comes the Fresh in the Garden restaurant, rising above
the resort’s organic herb and vegetable garden and with a
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One moves around this
island by bicycle — which
appears a bit strange at
first, but within minutes
feels totally right
spectacular rope-bridge entrance. The open kitchen uses
products from around the Baa Atoll and offers a modern
Maldivian menu and Mediterranean-inspired specialities. Other
dining and beverage options are the open-air Mihiree Mitha
breakfast and lunch restaurant, the relaxed and elegant So
Spiritual Bar, the more remote By the Beach outlet, and the
Bar(a) Bara, built on stilts over water and the perfect place to
contemplate the sunset. In-villa dining is available, as is dining
on a nearby sandbank or on a quiet end of the beach — and
even wine tasting at the wine cellar several times per week with
its astonishing selection.
Dreams always end in wake-up calls, sometimes harsh ones.
Sonu’s dream, though, keeps resonating throughout the world, as
the resort has garnered just about any relevant award available.
Reservations and operations are flawless, as is expected for such
a unique and iconic destination. And the philosophy of
sustainability and living in harmony with nature realised here
gives hope for others to follow or at least be inspired. And that is
surely a beautiful thing. Like a shimmering rainbow.

A playground for
imaginations, guests
can enjoy interrupted
views of the sunset
By the Beach serves
both Japanese- and
Korean-inspired dishes

OPPOSITE
Sit back and relax on a
hammock above open
waters while watching
playful dolphins swim by
at Bar(a) Bara
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